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Guide introduction  
This is the guide of the Girl House game, created by @Astaros3D. You can find this game on Patreon.   

If you like the game, please consider to support the work.   

Disclaimer! I do not take responsibility for any error or fault regarding this guide. I try my best to cover  

everything in the game, but as I’m a human I might make mistakes. Every mistake will be corrected if anyone report 

it to me via e-mail here.  

As I’m not a native English speaker, sorry for any spelling/language mistake.   

Gameplay  
In this game you are… well... God knows who you are, you only know your name and some minor stuff. But still 

you have to escape, remain hidden and figure out what happened and who you are.  

And of course, what kind of game would this be without girls, so there are girls too, and you can start to „work on 

them” with the help of your two new helper…. Well, you will be able to decide if they are really help you or not. 😊  

Prologue  
Small prologue summary: Car. Blowjob. No brakes. Accident. If you want to see more, just follow the events, there 

are even some nice animation there. At the end you’ll be in the hospital with a nice doc and a not-so-nice cop, and 

your journey begins!  

New interface and game system  
After you got the phone from the Hall after you completed the Stranger beater quest, your game will change forever. 

You have to know, you was just being there, but from that point, you’ll truly live! 

Smartphone 
From now on you can use your phone, to check some stats and see what can be done. 

Shop 
 In the shop you can buy different things which will help you achieve what you want. You need money for 

them, but of course you can get the money from some work. Check item list for the items. 

Tasks 
Here you the see all the currently active quests you have. You click on them to see some information about 

that task. 

SMS 
Here you can see all the girls phone number you got. You can occasionally send them SMS texts, currently 

only during some events. 

Camera 
The camera app can be used to take some nice images. Currently only in events. You can get image of Lola 

and Vanessa. 

Settings 
In the phone settings you can only change the background image of the phone for now. 

Map 
You can see a blank map, which you can’t use yet. You know, the police is after you, so you can’t leave the 

house. 

Affection 
You can see every girl here and you can see their love and lust level. The dark red heart means that you 

have higher than 10 level of love. 
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Bio 
You can see every girl there, but for now there isn’t anything about them here. 

Gallery 
You can see the images here which you shot with the camera app. 

Photo 
Nothing is here yet. 

Video 
Nothing is here yet. 

Girls 
Each girl have a normal life…. well, „normal”. So they won’t be in their room all day, they’ll go and do their stuff. 

You can catch them as the following table shows. 

They may also appear in other rooms during a given time, but only for some events. 

 

Vanessa 
Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

7:00 7:30 Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) 

7:30 8:30 Kitchen Kitchen Kitchen Kitchen Kitchen Kitchen Kitchen 

8:30 9:00 Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) 

9:00 9:30 Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom 

9:30 10:00 Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) 

10:00 14:00 Kitchen / Out Kitchen / Out Kitchen / Out Kitchen / Out Kitchen / Out Kitchen / Out Kitchen / Out 

14:00 16:00 Pool Pool Pool Pool Pool Pool Pool 

16:00 18:00 Kitchen Kitchen Kitchen Kitchen Kitchen Kitchen Kitchen 

18:00 18:30 Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) 

18:30 22:00 Room Room Room Room Room Room Room 

22:00 22:30 Out Out Out Out Out Out Out 

22:30 23:00 Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) 

23:00 7:00 Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep 

Vanessa will be at the pool only after you saw her talking on the phone in the kitchen, but won’t be there until 

you give her the new swimsuit. Won’t be in the kitchen at 10 if the second eavesdrop event active. 

 

Mia 
Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

7:00 7:30 Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) 

7:30 8:30 Room Room Room Room Room Room Room 

8:30 9:00 Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) 

9:00 15:00 Room / Out Room / Out Room / Out Room / Out Room / Out Room / Out Room / Out 

15:00 15:30 Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom 

15:30 15:31 Room Room Room Room Room Room Room 

15:31 18:00 Out Out Out Out Out Out Out 

18:00 18:30 Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) 

18:30 21:30 Room Room Room Room Room Room Room 

21:30 22:30 Living room Living room Living room Living room Living room Living room Living room 

22:30 23:00 Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) 

23:00 7:00 Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep 

After „Working or not working, that is the question – Part VII” Mia will work in the room between 9:00 and 

15:00 if she is not out. 

 

Vicky 
Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

7:00 7:30 Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) 

7:30 8:30 Room Room Room Room Room Room Room 

8:30 9:00 Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) 
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9:00 12:00 Out Out Out Out Out Out Out 

12:00 14:00 Pool Pool Pool Pool Pool Pool Pool 

14:00 14:30 Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom 

14:30 14:31 Room Room Room Room Room Room Room 

14:31 18:00 Room Room Room Room Room Room Room 

18:00 18:30 Kitchen (Eat) Kitchen (Eat) Kitchen (Eat) Kitchen (Eat) Kitchen (Eat) Kitchen (Eat) Kitchen (Eat) 

18:30 20:00 Room Room Room Room Room Room Room 

20:00 21:30 Living room Living room Living room Living room Living room Living room Living room 

21:30 22:30 Room Room Room Room Room Room Room 

22:30 23:00 Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) 

23:00 7:00 Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep 

 

Lola 
Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

7:00 7:30 Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) 

7:30 8:00 Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom Bathroom 

8:00 8:30 Room Room Room Room Room Room Room 

8:30 9:00 Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) 

9:00 11:00 Room / Out Room / Out Room / Out Room / Out Room / Out Room / Out Room / Out 

11:00 13:30 Room / Out Room / Out Room / Out Room / Out Room / Out Room / Out Room / Out 

13:30 18:00 Room Room Room Room Room Room Room 

18:00 18:30 Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) Kitchen (eat) 

18:30 19:30 Living room Living room Living room Living room Living room Living room Living room 

19:30 20:00 Room Room Room Room Room Room Room 

20:00 22:30 Room / Mast. Room / Mast. Room / Mast. Room / Mast. Room / Mast. Room / Mast. Room / Mast. 

22:30 23:00 Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) Room (dress) 

23:00 7:00 Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep 

Lola will masturbate from 20:00 to 22:30 after you change her book. Until then she will read. 

Items 
In the item list, there are multiple items which you can buy from the shop on your smartphone. For these items to 

get you need to do the following. First you need to get the knife (check the list below). Then you buy the items from 

the shop. The next day go out the house and use the arrow pointing down, where you can find the package. Select 

the knife from the inventory, then use it on the box, so you can get the items. 

Item Location Information 

Knife 

 

• You can get the knife from the kitchen 

when 

• Vanessa is not there. 

• Needed for open up the packages. 

Screwdriver 

 

• In the hospital, top drawer 

• Need to escape from the hospital 

Laptop 

 

• In the drawer in the living room 

• Need to get money  
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Laptop Battery 

 

• On the basement self 

• Need to make the laptop work 

Smartphone 

 

• Under the table in the hall 

• Can be found there after beat the 

stranger 

Mask 

 

• In the button of the far right drawer in 

you room 

• Needed to make Mia do camshow 

Feather 

 

• On the left side of the bed of Vanessa’s 

room 

• Needed to make Lola turn over 

Erotic book 

 

• On the right side of Vanessa’s bed. 

• Need to make Lola read erotic book 

Red dress 

 

• Can be buy in the shop app. 

• Can be used as a gift for Mia. 

 

Rat killer spray 

 

• Can be buy in the shop app. 

• Can be use to kill the rats in the 

basement. 

Glue 

 

• Can be buy in the shop app. 

• Can be used to glue the cover to the 

erotic book 

Snooper 

 

• Can be buy in the shop app. 

• Can be used to spy on the bedrooms 
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Surveillance system 

 

• Can be buy in the shop app. 

• Can be used to check which room is 

occupied 

Snooper upgrade 

 

• Can be buy in the shop. 

• Can be used to upgrade the snooper 

you have. 

Dildo 

 

• Can be bought in the shop 

• You can give this to Mia 

Sunscreen 

 

• Can be bought in the shop 

• You can use to massage Vanessa 

Swimsuit 

 

• Can be bought in the shop 

• You can buy in after you see Vanessa’s 

swimsuit disappear 

• You can give it to Vanessa 

Lubricant 

 

• Can be bought in the shop 

• You need this to have sex with Lola 

Strong glue 

 

• Can be bought from the shop 

• You need this to get revenge on Vicky 

• You can mix it with sunscreen 

PDA gallery 
There is a list of the image you can take with your phone in the game. Also there is what you get is messages, and 

such. 

 

You get this image when 

you got the message from 

the lawyer to go to her 

office. 
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You got this image when 

you get the message in 

which the lawyer tell you 

she will come to your 

house. 

 

When Mia ask you to get 

proof that Lola is not angel, 

you can make this image 

while she sleeps. 

 

After you blackmail her, you 

can take this photo to make 

the proof for Mia. 

 

When you convince Lola to 

have sex, you can take this 

photo before you put the 

lubricant on her. 

 

When you offer Vicky to put 

some sunscreen on her, 

you can take this photo 

before you put the 

sunscreen on her. 
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You can take this picture 

when you put the 

sunscreen on Vicky. This 

photo can be taken after 

Vicky turn around. 

 

You can take this photo 

when you offer Vanessa to 

put some sunscreen on her. 

 

You can take this photo 

when you offer Vanessa to 

put some sunscreen on her 

after you gave her the new 

swimsuit. 

Minigames 
Roulette 

 
After you get your laptop, the battery and then the password, you can play a bit of roulette game. 

The game is simple: 

• You just have to select the amount of money 

• The place where you want to place it. 
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• As normally, you can place bets on a certain number, a number range, color, even or odd number, etc. 

After you placed the bet the roulette will spin and of course if you win, you’ll get the reward. 

Beware however, you can’t win much. If you win too much, the system will mark you as fraud, you’ll lose the last 

win and you won’t be able to play anymore. 

The best strategy is to save regularly to save up as much as you can. 

Math homework 

 
Easy little minigame… at least for those who have at least basic education. 

You have to answer correctly some matematical questions. You have unlimited time to answer, so you can just 

use a calculator. 😊 

You have to answer 10 question correctly to win this minigame. 

If you don’t want to participate, or you are annoyed by it, you just have to get the extra version in which you have 

a skip button to use. 

Picture repair 

 
Again a little minigame, in which you have unlimited time to repair a nice image. 

You have to drag the pieces of the picture into their correct places. The pieces which are in their correct position 

can’t be moved again. 

Again if you don’t want to suffer with this, just get the extra version where you’ll find a skip button. 
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Help in the kitchen 

 
In this minigame, you have to help Vanessa in the kitchen. 

You’ll see three part of the screen, the left part is where you see the kitchenwares and products in two lists. You 

have to use these lists, to finish the tasks. 

On the right part is the table, you have to put the stuff here, and you see that how much time you still need to 

put those on the table. 

The middle part is the tasks bar, where you’ll see what you need to put on the table and also that how much 

time you have left. 

The task is easy, you have to search in Kitchenware and Products list for what you see on the middle part, and 

just click on them. And watch out for the time. 

You can do this minigame every day once, and you’ll get $17 each time. 

Rat buster 

 

Now this could be a familiar minigame. 😊 

You have to buy the rat killer spray from the shop, in the phone. 

After you have to get the basement key. To get it, you have to wait until the doctor comes to the house, then 

ask Vanessa if there anything you can help with. 

After you get the key, go and unlock the door, then go to the basement. Select the spray from you inventory, 

then go forward. 

Now you have to kill 20 rats, you have to click on them. As you can see the possible positions of the rats 

above it should be pretty simple. After you killed them, you finished the quest, and you can get the laptop 

battery. 
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Fighting 

 
There is a fighting in this game, where you need to defend the girls. For now it’s just Vanessa who you need to 

defend against a stranger. 

There is a bar on the top left of the game which will represent the enemy’s healtpoint, and there is a bar on the 

top right side too, which will be your health. 

On the bottom, there will be three button with which you can control the fight. From left to right 

• Apperkot (Heavy attack) 

• Block (Defend) 

• Cross (Fast attack) 

 

Walkthrough  
Before we throw ourself into the game, some word about the WT. As in this game you can name almost everybody, 

I will use the original names, that the game suggest. In case you forget:  

• Vanessa is the milf who hit you with the car  

• Mia is the older sister who you meet in the kitchen at the beginning  

• Lola is the younger sister who you meet in the kitchen 

• Vicky is the middle sister who you meet at the first floor  

Also I will give you on possible walkthrough with the best choices I could find, but in the {Tips}, I usually state what 

you can get for other choices.   

The escape  
✓ „You have big boobs” 

✓ „Of course” [Gallery image I. open] 

✓ „I remember something” [Doctor +1] 

✓ „I don’t remember” 

✓ Go forward 

✓ Turn right 

✓ Use the cabinet 

✓ Open the top drawer  

✓ Take the screwdriver {Tip: If you played the My Cute Roommate, don’t miss the sentence… 😊}  

✓ Open the bottom drawer  

✓ Take the clothes 

✓ Go back  

✓ Turn left 

✓ Go to the window 
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✓ Open your backpack, use the screwdriver on the window 

✓ Go through the window 

✓ Click on the cleavage of the woman [Gallery image II. open] (If you have extra version) 

✓ Go with this woman  

✓ „It’s alright, I’ll manage” [Vanessa love +1] 

✓ Click on her left butt cheek [Gallery image III. open]  

✓ <Tits> 

a. Touch tits 

i. Let’s have sex! – Bad end!  

ii. Sorry, it was an accident [Vanessa love -1] 

b. Don’t touch 

✓ Click on her left breast [Sex power +1]  

✓ Turn left  

✓ Look at the picture  

✓ Turn right  

✓ Look at your penis  

✓ Ask about the photo 

✓ „And where is he now?” [Vanessa love +1]  

✓ <Lost memory?> 

a. Yes, after you hit me [Vanessa love -1] 

b. No i lost my memory earlier 

i. I escaped from a hospital [Vanessa love +1] 

ii. I don’t remember 

✓ Leave the room 

✓ „I had strage dreams” [Vanessa love +1]  

✓ Click on the cleavage of the woman [Sex power +1] 

✓ „It’s alright, I’ll manage” [Vanessa love +1] 

✓ Click on her right butt cheek (while on the stairs) [Sex power +1] 

✓ Click on her left butt cheek (right after the pants disappear) [Sex power +1] 

Free roam  
From now on, you can go different parts of the house so (even though the house is not that big) there is a small 

map of the house to help you. Also never ever leave the house, somebody is waiting for you there… 
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The house has the following room (from left to right, top to bottom): 

• First row: 

o Hero’s room 

o Mia’s room 

o Bathroom 

o Lola’s room 

• Second row: 

o 1st floor /part I/ 

o 1st floor /part II/ 

o Vanessa’s room 

• Third row: 

o Basement 

o Hall 

o Vicky’s room 

• Fourth row: 

o Living room – Pool entrance 

o Main hall 

o Kitchen 

• Fifth row: 

o Living room – TV 

o Pool 

o Neighboor backyard 

o Street 

Also there are some tasks, so you can follow these. 

Knowing the girls better  
✓ Mia 

Requirements: Mia must be in her room /check timetable/ 

➢ Go to Mia’s room. Check her out. 

➢ Talk with her. 

➢ „You’re pretty” [Mia love +1]  

✓ Vicky 

Requirements: Vicky must be in her room /check timetable/ 

➢ Go to Vicky’s room 

➢ Look at her  

➢ Talk with her  

➢ „Wanted to get to know you closer” [Vicky love +1] 

➢ „You’re pretty” [Vicky love +1] 

➢ {Hint: If you tell her that she is pretty multiple times it will cause [Vicky love -1] each time} 

➢ „So, you’re single now” 

➢ „Would you like me to be your boyfriend” [Vicky love +1] 

➢ „Let’s have sex” 

➢ „Yes of course” 

➢ {Hint: „Not now” will cause [Vicky love -1]} 

➢ Fix the picture (Picture repair minigame) [Vicky love +2] 

✓ Lola 

Requirements: Lola must be in her room /check timetable/ 

➢ Go into the Lola’s room (check the map above)  

➢ Look at her  

➢ Talk with her 

➢ „Wanted to get to know you closer” [Lola love +1] 

➢ „You’re pretty” [Lola love +1] 

➢ „You’re pretty” [Lola love +1] {Don’t say that any more, or you’ll lose relationship points} 

➢ „I can help you with your homework” 
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➢ Solve all the math question correctly – This will cause good end for the study [Lola love +1] 

➢ Get under the table 

➢ „I dropped a coin” 

➢ [Gallery image X. open] [Sex power +1] 

Stranger beater  
Requirements: Between 13:00 and 18:00; go to the 1st floor part I 

✓ <Choose what to do> 

➢ Help 

❖ Win [Vanessa love +3] 

❖ Lose [Vanessa love +1] 

➢ Don’t help [Gallery image IV. open] [Mia love -2] 

✓ Get the smartphone from below the table [Smartphone unlocked] 

Peeping on the girls  
Requirements: The girls must be in the bathroom or their rooms /check timetable/ 

✓ Bathroom 

➢ Open the bathroom door and enter. 

➢ Stay and watch the nice scenes 

➢ Leave before the timer runs out, otherwise: 

❖ {If Vanessa is there} 

⁜ If you spied on her, her lust >1 and you are lucky [Gallery image VI. open] 

⁜ [Vanessa love -2] 

❖ {If Mia is there}  

⁜ {If you started to work with Mia, and first time spy} Nothing will happen 

⁜ {If you started to work with Mia, and first time spy} [Gallery image V. open] [Sex power +1] [Mia 

love -1] 

⁜ {Else} [Mia love -2] 

❖ {If Vicky is there} 

⁜ [Sex power +1] (If this is the first time you spy on Vicky – no need to wait for time run out) 

⁜ [Vicky love -2] 

❖ {If Lola is there} 

⁜ [Sex power +1] (If this is the first time you spy on Vicky – no need to wait for time run out) 

⁜ [Lola love -2] 

⁜ this needs for the quest Creating a slut – Part IV  

✓ Bedroom 

➢ You need the (upgraded) snooper to spy on them 

➢ You can get some nice images of the girls, except Vanessa, whom you can’t spy on 

Informant’s money 
✓ When you gather $1000 go and talk with Vanessa [Quest completed: Find $1000] 

Lewd lawyer 
Requirements: Finish „After shower checkup ” and „Informant’s money ” quest; between 9:00 and 18:00 

✓ Go to the hall, and meet Vanessa’s friend, the lawyer 

✓ [Gallery image XXXIV. open] 

Lewd lawyer II 
Requirements: Finish „Lewd lawyer ” quest; 

✓ You got an SMS from the lawyer, saing that she iwll wait for you at the office 

✓ Don’t go out as the detective will wait for you! 

✓ Go to Vanessa and talk with her 

✓ „I need to go visit the lawyer” 

✓ [Gallery image XXXVII. open] 
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Lewd lawyer III 
Requirements: Finish „Lewd lawyer II ” quest; between 9:00 and 18:00 

✓ Go to the hall, and meet Vanessa’s friend, the lawyer 

✓ [Gallery image XXXIV. open] 

New dress 
Requirements: $450; 

Advised: Wait until Mia has greater than 2 lust 

✓ Buy the red dress from the shop 

✓ Select it in the inventory and click on Mia 

✓ Quest will stop if Mia have less than 2 lust 

✓ [Gallery image XIII. open] [Mia love +1] [Sex power +1] 

Something about Vicky 

„Helping” Vicky again  
Requirements: Finished „Knowing the girls better  – Vicky”; Vicky must be in her room /check timetable/ 

✓ Go to Vicky’s room and talk with her 

✓ Open your eyes 

✓ [Gallery image XX. open] 

✓ Anytime [Vicky love +1]  

Here is the phone, where is the phone  
✓ Go to Vicky when she is at the pool and talk with her /check timetable/ 

✓ „What do you want?” 

✓ „Sure” 

✓ [Open up the neighbour place] [Gallery image XXXI. open] 

Revenge on Vicky 
Requirements: Finished „Helping Vicky again” quest; got the super glue 

✓ Go to Vicky when she is at the pool 

✓ „Do you want me to put some sunscreen on you?” 

✓ {If you want, you can choose the phone now, select the camera app, and take a pic} 

✓ Open your inventory, choose the sunscreen and use it on her legs, back and ass 

✓ Unhook her bra 

✓ {If you want, you can choose the phone now, select the camera app, and take a pic} 

✓ Try to put sunscreen on her breast 

✓ After she stop you, mix the sunscreen with glue 

✓ Talk to Vicky again 

✓ „Do you want me to put some sunscreen on you?” 

✓ Open your inventory, choose the sunscreen and use it on her legs, back and ass 

✓ Unhook her bra 

✓ Put sunscreen on her breast 

✓ [Gallery image XL. open] [Sex power +1] 

Meeing the nice neighbour 
Requirements: sex power > 10 

✓ Go to the neighbour’s yard when she is there 

✓ {If you have less than 10 sex power, maybe you should listen to angel and back off} 

✓ {If you have sex power >10}  

➢ [Sex power -10] 

➢ „Hold back” 

➢ [Sex power -5] 

➢ [Gallery image XXXIII. open] 

✓ {Else} 

➢ {Jail time} 
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Vanessa’s stories 

Chatting with Vanessa  
Advised: Wait with this until you completed the Stranger beater  task; Vanessa must be in the kitchen 

✓ Go to the living room and get the laptop from the cabinet.  

✓ Go to the kitchen and check out Vanessa 

✓ Click on her right thights [Sex power +1] 

✓ Talk with Vanessa 

✓ „I found it laying in the lobby” 

✓ „Why are you helping me?” [Vanessa love +1] {If you already know about son} 

✓ „You’re pretty” [Vanessa love +1] 

✓ {Hint: If you tell her that she is pretty multiple times it will cause [Vanessa love -1] each time} 

✓ „Rub my foot please” [Quest started: Help from Vanessa] 

✓ „Who was that shady guy?” 

Help from Vanessa 
Requirements: At 20:00; You asked her to rub your legs before 

✓ At 20:00 Vanessa will come to aid you 

✓ Click on her left breast when she put the oil on you [Sex power +1] 

✓ Click on her right breast when you make her shirt disappear [Sex power +1] 

✓ My dick hurts [Gallery image VIII. open] [Vanessa lust +1 (if Vanessa lust <1)] 

✓ After the scene, click on her right butt cheek when she left your room [Sex power +1] 

✓ Click on her left butt cheek after you make her pants disappear [Sex power +1] 

Vanessa for shower 
Requirements: Daytime; Vanessa lust <2; Vanessa did handjob; must be lucky 

✓ Go to the shower, and take a shower 

✓ Cover your dick [Vanessa love +1] 

✓ Look at her chest [Gallery image XVI. open] [Vanessa lust +2] 

Evesdropping in the kitchen 
Requirements: Finished „Doctor incoming – Part II ”; between 9:30 and 14:00 or 15:00 and 18:00; Vanessa 

love >9 

✓ Go to the kitchen 

✓ „I just got here” 

✓ „What do you mean?” [Vanessa love +1] 

✓ [Gallery image XXI. open] 

Sunbath at the pool 
Requirements: Finished „Evesdropping in the kitchen ”; Vanessa must be at the pool /check timetable/ 

✓ Go to the pool when Vanessa is there 

✓ Talk with her [Quest started: Buy sunscreen] 

✓ Buy the sunscreen in the shop (check item list) 

✓ Talk with Vanessa again at the pool [Quest completed: Buy sunscreen] 

✓ {If you want, you can choose the phone now, select the camera app, and take a pic} 

✓ Apply the sunscreen, you need to select the sunscreen every time you want to apply it from your inventory 

✓ Start with her shoulders, then you can choose a spot. 

✓ Try the back, and legs before you move to the butt 

✓ Enjoy the scene 

✓ Buy the new swimsuit from the shop (check item list) 

✓ Talk with Vanessa while she is in the kitchen and choose „I got something for you” 

✓ Go to the pool again when Vanessa is there 

✓ „It highlights all the important parts” [Vanessa love +1] 

✓ {If you want, you can choose the phone now, select the camera app, and take a pic} 

✓ Apply the sunscreen again, you again can choose any parts like before [Gallery image XXVI. open] 

Vanessa’s dressing 
Requirements: Finished „Sunbath at the pool ”; between 18:30 and 22:30 
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✓ Go to Vanessa room 

✓ Peep 

✓ „You look stunning” [Vanessa love +1] 

✓ „I think you should remove the panties” 

✓ Turn around/Close eyes 

✓ Peep 

✓ [Gallery image XXVII. open] 

Evesdropping at Vanessa’s room 
Requirements: Finished „Vanessa’s dressing ”; between 10:00 and 14:00 

✓ Go to Vanessa room 

✓ Try to enter 

✓ Open the door 

✓ [Gallery image XXVIII. open] 

Vanessa’s evening treat 
Requirements: Finished „Evesdropping at Vanessa’s room ”; between 18:30 and 22:30 

✓ Go to Vanessa room 

✓ Click on Vanessa and choose the hand icon 

✓ [Gallery image XXIV. open] [Vanessa love +1] 

After shower checkup 
Requirements: Finished „Vanessa’s evening treat”; on the first floor; at 9:30 

✓ Talk with Vanessa when she comes out of the shower 

✓ [Gallery image XXXII. open] 

Doctor incoming 

Part I 
Requirements: between 9:00 and 18:00; the day after you watched Vanessa and Mia talking on the first floor 

after you watched Mia talking on the phone; You have the smartphone 

✓ Go to the main hall 

✓ [Quest started: Fill the bar] 

Part II 
Requirements: Finished quest Fill the bar 

✓ Open the smartphone and select the SMS app 

✓ Send the SMS to the doctor, saying „I’m ready” 

✓ Wait for the doctor’s reply, and read it 

✓ Wait for the next day 

✓ Go to the main hall between 9:00 to 18:00 

✓ [Lose all Sex power] 

✓ „Show your boobs” 

✓ „Follow me” 

✓ Go to the basement 

✓ „Show your boobs” [Gallery image IX. open] 

✓ „Suck my dick” 

✓ „Get on your knees” 

✓ „Remove my pants” 

✓ „Suck my dick” 

✓ Back 

✓ „Deeper” 

✓ Back 

✓ „Deeper” 

✓ Back 

✓ „Deeper” 

✓ Back 

✓ „Deeper” 
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✓ „Swallow” 

✓ Click on the Doctor’s left shoulder in the kitchen [Sex power +1] 

✓ Click on Vanessa’s right shoulder in the kitchen [Sex power +1] 

✓ [Gallery image VII. open] 

✓ „I remember the moment of the accident” [Vanessa love +1] [Doctor love +1] 

✓ Click on the Doctor’s left butt cheek when she leaving [Gallery image XII. open] [Sex power +1] 

Working or not working, that is the question 

Part I 
✓ Get $30 

✓ Go to Mia’s room 

✓ Ask her to show her tits 

✓ Pay for it [Gallery image XI. open] 

✓ Wait for next day 

✓ Go to her room during the day and see the scene 

✓ After that see her talking with Vanessa 

✓ Go to Mia’s room again and talk with her 

✓ „You alright?” 

✓ Go to Vanessa’s room, and get the camsite card (check item list) 

✓ Go back to Mia and talk with her 

✓ „I have an idea” 

✓ Go to your room, and get the mask from the cabinet (check item list) 

✓ Go back to Mia and select the mask in your inventory then click on her 

✓ Go to the living room, and get the laptop from the cabinet (check item list) 

Part II 
Requirements: Need rat killing finished 

✓ Go to the basement and get the laptop battery (check item list) 

✓ Drag the battery on the laptop in your inventory 

✓ Go to the kitchen and talk with Vanessa 

✓ „I found a laptop, can I use it?” 

✓ Try to use it, enter anything as password [Quest started: Find password] 

✓ „Do you know husband's laptop password?” 

✓ Try casino or roulette as password 

✓ „I can't figure out the pass code” 

✓ Try her name as password [Quest completed: Find password] 

✓ Go back to Mia and talk with her 

✓ „I found a laptop” 

✓ „50%” 

✓ „That wasn't part of the deal” 

✓ „I'm your tech support guy” 

✓ [Sex power +9] 

✓ „Earning money in a porn-chat” [Vanessa love +1] [Quest started: Find $1000] 

Part III 
Requirements: Before 14:00 

✓ Go back to Mia’s room and talk with her 

✓ „Let's get to work” 

✓ [Sex power +1] 

✓ [Sex power +1] (If you have extra version) 

✓ „Ok” 

✓ Take out the cock 

✓ [Mia lust +2] [Sex power +3] 

✓ Withdraw balance 

✓ Jerk off in chat 
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✓ „My cock” [Lola love +1] 

✓ „You spied on some guys in a locker room?” 

✓ „What do you mean different?” 

✓ „Are you serious?” [Lola love +1] 

✓ „I need help” 

✓ „Pet it” 

✓ „It only gets more strained” 

✓ [Sex power +1] [Gallery image XV. open] [Lola lust +1] 

✓ „Yes, completely normal” [Lola love +1] [Quest completed: Fill the bar] 

✓ Next morning go to the kitchen at breakfast time and watch Vanessa talking with Mia 

✓ Go to Mia’s room and talk with her 

✓ „You alright?” 

✓ [Sex power +1] 

✓ „Of course” [Mia love +1] 

✓ [Sex power +3] 

✓ „But you're not!” [Mia love +1] 

✓ „Got it” [Mia love +1] [Quest started: Blowjob photo] [Quest started: Lola must become a whore] 

Part IV 
Requirements: Need to finish „Creating a slut - Part I ” 

✓ Go to Mia’s room and talk with her 

✓ „I got the photo” 

✓ „I couldn't think of anything better” [Mia love +1] [Quest started: Blowjob photo 2] 

✓ Talk with Mia again 

✓ „Let’s get to work” 

✓ [Sex power +8] [Gallery image XIX. open] 

Part V 
Requirements: Need to finish „Creating a slut - Part II ” 

✓ Go to Mia’s room and talk with her 

✓ „Here is the photo you wanted” 

✓ Open your phone and choose the sms app 

✓ Choose Mia’s image, then choose „Here is that photo” 

✓ Talk with Mia again 

✓ „I’ve sent you that photo” 

✓ I wouldn’t do that [Quest started: Lola in not an angel] 

✓ ...treating my wound 

✓ Let’s get to work 

✓ {Choose what to do} 

➢ Warn her [Sex power +4] 

➢ Cum in her mouth [Sex power +3] [Mia love -2] [+$1100 bonus] [Gallery image XXII. open] 

Part VI 
Requirements: Need to finish „Working or not working, that is the question – Part V ” quest 

✓ Go to Mia when she is in he room and talk with her 

✓ „Let’s get to work” 

✓ [Sex power +2] [Gallery image XXV. open] [Quest started: Buy a dildo] 

Part VII 
Requirements: Need to buy the dildo (check item list) 

✓ Buy the dildo 

✓ Go the Mia, when she is in the room, then choose „I got something for you” 

✓ Do the seventh session [Mia lust +1] 

Part VIII 
Requirements: Go to Mia’s room when she is working there /check timetable/ 

✓ Talk with Mia 
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✓ [Gallery image XXIX. open] 

✓ {Now you can participate her show when she is working, choosing what to do (not sex yet…)} 

Creating a slut 

Part I 
Requirements: Finish „Working or not working, that is the question – Part III ” quest 

✓ Go to Vanessa’s room, and get the feather (check item list) 

✓ At night go to Lola’s room, and use touch icon 

✓ Select the feather from your inventory and you it on her feet 

✓ Select the feather again and use it on her waist 

✓ [Gallery image XVII. open] [Sex power +4] 

✓ Use the phone, select the camera app then take the picture 

✓ [Sex power -10] [Quest completed: Blowjob photo] 

Part II 
Requirements: Finish „Working or not working, that is the question – Part IV ” quest; Lola lust =2 

Advised: Start this part only if you finished Help from Vanessa, Vanessa for shower, Peeping on the girls, 

Informant’s money, Doctor incoming, New dress quests 

✓ Go to Lola’s room between 19:30 and 20:00 and check on her to see her reading 

✓ Go to Vanessa’s room, and take the erotic book (check item list) 

✓ Go to Lola’s room and talk with her 

✓ „What are you reading?” [Quest started: Something erotic] 

✓ Buy the snooper and the glue (check item list) 

✓ Go to Lola’s room when she is not home 

✓ Go forward 

✓ Take the book „Time Mashine” (check item list) 

✓ Drag the knife on the book in the inventory 

✓ Drag the glue on the book cover in the inventory 

✓ Drag the glued cover on the erotic book in the inventory 

✓ Put back the book [Quest completed: Something erotic] 

✓ Wait until 20:00 

✓ Use the snooper on Lola’s room, then on Lola [Gallery image XVIII. open] [Sex power +1] [Lola lust 

+2] 

✓ Go to Lola’s room and talk with her 

✓ „I know what you did” 

✓ Buy the snooper upgrade (check item list) 

✓ Drag the upgrade on the snooper when you get them 

✓ Use the upgraded snooper on Lola’s room 

✓ Move the mouse over the bed to see Lola 

✓ Click on Lola, then again on her pussy 

✓ Next day go to Lola’s room and talk with her 

✓ „Now you can’t deny it” 

✓ Use your phone and take a picture [Lola lust +3] 

✓ „Mia should see this” 

✓ „Yes” [Lola love +1] [Quest completed: Blowjob photo 2] 

Part III 
✓ Go to Lola’s room when she is not there 

✓ Go forward, then turn left 

✓ Click on the paper on her desk 

✓ Penis 

✓ In the evening, go to Lola’s room when she is there and talk with her [Quest completed: Lola in not an 

angel] 

✓ Go to her room on the next day too in the afternoon when she is there and talk with her 

✓ „Agree” [Gallery image XXIII. open] 
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✓ In the following minigame you have to spank her harder 5 times. For that, you have to click the spank 

icon while the bar is (almost) full. You have 10 attempt. 

➢ {If you manage to spank} [Lola lust +1] 

Part IV 
Requirements: Finish „Creating a slut – Part III ” quest 

✓ After you spanked Lola, she will visit you at night (not just in dream) 

✓ „Go on” [Sex power -5] [Lola lust +1] 

✓ Go to Lola’s room when she is there working on homework and talk with her 

✓ „I had a strange dream” 

✓ If you didn’t do it already, go to the bathroom when Lola is there, and let her catch you ([Lola love -2]). 

Then go back to her and talk with her again 

✓ [Sex power -5] 

✓ [Gallery image XXXV. open] 

✓ {After this when you talk with Lola and choose „Suck my dick” or „Let’s have sex” she will agree 

to do, but only 69, and each time it will cause [Sex power -5]} 

Part V 
Requirements: Finish „Creating a slut – Part IV ” quest, got lubricant 

✓ Buy the lubricant (if you didn’t do already), and when you have it go to her room and talk with her 

✓ „Let’s have sex” 

✓ „Ok” 

✓ After the scene you’ll tell her if you can go further 

✓ „Sex” 

✓ {If you want, you can choose the phone now, select the camera app, and take a pic} 

✓ Open your inventory and choose the lubricant and use it on Lola 

✓ Choose the speed and depth as she say until you finish 

✓ [Sex power -5] [Gallery image XXXVII. open] 

✓ {After this when you talk with Lola and choose „Suck my dick” or „Let’s have sex” she will agree 

to do, and sex is now available too, and each time it will cause [Sex power -5]} 

Wait for the new version 
Requirements: Finished „Creating a slut – Part V ”, „Working or not working, that is the question – Part VIII ”, 

„Revenge on Vicky ”, „Lewd lawyer III ” 

✓ We’ll se what’ll happen. 😊 

 

Gallery  

 

In the hospital say „You have big boobs”, then 

choose „Of course” 

 

Just let Vanessa hit you, then see her undress. 

(Extra version needed!) 
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When Vanessa help you go upstairs click on her butt 

cheek. 

 

 

Don’t help when the stranger threaten Vanessa. 

 

Start to work with Mia, then go to the bathroom and 

spy on her, let the timer runs out. Next day spy on 

her again and again let the timer runs out. 

 

Go to the bathroom after you spied Vanessa once.  

 

After the Doctor comes for the second time, in the 

kitchen click on the left shoulder of the Doctor and 

the left shoulder of Vanessa. 

 

Ask Vanessa to rub your feet, then in the evening 

when you have to decide move her hand on your 

dick and say it’s hurt. 

 

When the Doctor comes for the second time, bring 

her to the basement and choose „Show your boobs”. 
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Offer Lola to help her with her homework, then after 

the successful help, choose get under the table then 

„I dropped a coin”. 

 

Go to Mia’s room while she is changing and pay for 

seeing her tits. 

 

When the Doctor comes for the second time when 

she leaves click on her left butt cheek. 

 

Buy the hot red dress for Mia, then give it to her. 

 

Unlocked in your dream, after you catched twice 

while spying on her in the bathroom. 

 

After Mia leave you in her room after the camshow, 

choose to start masturbate, then Lola comes. 

Convince her to jerk you. 

 

After you spied on Vanessa, and her lust is less than 

2, go to the bathroom and take a shower. 

There is a chance that Vanessa will comes. 
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Get the feather from Vanessa’s room, then at night 

go to Lola’s room, use the feather on her feet then 

on her waist. Use your phone to take a picture. 

 

Change Lola’s book to an erotic one. Buy the 

needed snoopers, then look through Lola’s door in 

the evening. 

 

After you got the first photo of Lola’s blowjob talk 

with Mia and say „Let’s work”. 

 

After you repaired the image for Vicky, go to her 

room and talk with her. 

 

After you talked with the Doctor and Vanessa, and 

got the requirements, go to the kitchen and check on 

Vanessa. 

Choose „I just got here” and „What do you mean?” 

 

Go to Mia and show her the photo, then do the fifth 

webcam session. 

Choose to cum in her mouth at the end. 

 

Change her homework, then speak with her in the 

evening. 

Speak with her in the evening again next day. 

Agree to spank her. 
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After you hear Vanessa talking with her friends on 

the phone in the room, go to her room at 18:30 and 

spank her. 

. 

 

Go to Mia and tell her to work, make the sixth 

webcam session. 

 

After you heard Vanessa talking on the phone in the 

kitchen go to the pool and talk with her. Apply the 

sunscreen. 

Buy the new dress, give it to her then talk with her 

again at the pool 

 

After you gave the new swimsuit to Vanessa go to 

her room at 18:30 and help her with her dress. 

Tell her to remove her panties. 

 

After you helped her with her dress, go to her room 

at 10:00, and hear her talking. 

 

After the seventh session, go to Mia’s room when 

she is working, usually between 9:00 and 15:00 and 

be part of the show. 

 

After you spank Lola, she will appear in your dream. 

😊 
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After you tricked by Vicky again go to the pool when 

she is there and talk with her. 

 

After you did all the eavesdropping on Vanessa, talk 

with her right after she came out of the shower at the 

morning. 

 

Gather at least 10 Sex power. Go to your 

neighbour’s yard. 

 

After you get $1000 and make a move on Vanessa 

after her shower, go to the main hall, in the house 

and meet with the lawyer. Just follow the events. 

 

After Lola visited you at night and talked with her, go 

to her room when she is there and talk with her, 

choose „I had a strange dream”. 

If you didn’t do it earlier, spy her in the bathroom and 

let her catch you, then talk with her again like above. 

 

After you got the SMS from the advocat, speak with 

Vanessa and tell her you need to go to her office. 

 

Get the lubricant. Go to Lola’s room and ask for sex. 

After the 69, suggest to go further, then use the 

lubricant on her. 
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After the lawyer make your name clear go and talk 

with Mia, then agree to go and help her with the 

photos. 

 

After you visited the lawyer, she will come to your 

house. Meet her at the hall between 9 and 18 hour. 

 

Go to the pool after Vicky used you again, and offer 

her to put some sunscreen on her. 

After the first time she stop you, mix the glue with 

sunscreen, then offer your help again, and go 

further. 

Detailed Walkthrough aka One possible route  
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